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ABSTRACT: In this work, we develop a field-effect transistor with a two-dimensional channel made of a single graphene layer
to achieve label-free detection of DNA hybridization down to attomolar concentration, while being able to discriminate a single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP). The SNP-level target specificity is achieved by immobilization of probe DNA on the graphene
surface through a pyrene-derivative heterobifunctional linker. Biorecognition events result in a positive gate voltage shift of the
graphene charge neutrality point. The graphene transistor biosensor displays a sensitivity of 24 mV/dec with a detection limit of
25 aM: the lowest target DNA concentration for which the sensor can discriminate between a perfect-match target sequence
and SNP-containing one.
KEYWORDS: biosensor, graphene, DNA, EGFET (electrolyte-gated field-effect transistor), planar technology, receded gate transistor,
surface functionalization

DNA detection platforms are developing at a dizzying pace
as they provide information for a wide range of fields,

including, molecular biology research,1 genetic disease
diagnostics,2 biological informatics,3 forensics,4 and environ-
mental monitoring.5 Field-effect transistors are an alternative
to the common methods for the detection of DNA
(polymerase chain reaction (PCR),6 optical,7 and electro-
chemical techniques7,8) with the advantage of allowing for high
sensitivity, specificity and short measurement time without the
need of labeling. Moreover, field-effect transistor (FET)
technology lends itself to microfabrication at the wafer scale
and, due to the small footprint of the devices, a large number
of sensors can be placed in a single chip. Biosensors based on
FETs (bio-FETs) are functionalized with a biological
recognition element that captures the target molecule,
producing an electrostatic gating effect.9

The transistor channel in a standard FET, e.g., in the metal-
oxide-semiconductor FET (MOSFET), forms at the interface
between a bulk semiconductor, e.g., silicon, and a dielectric
thin film, e.g., silicon oxide.10 The semiconductor-dielectric
interface is buried inside the device, therefore, the interface
is not accessible for functionalization. Consequently, the
surfaces for biorecognition are either an extension of the

gate contact (like in charge-modulated FETs) or the surface of
the gate oxide itself (like in ion-sensitive ISFETs).11 These
surfaces are then exposed to the medium carrying the analyte,
and whenever biorecognition events occur, they modulate the
gate capacitance and, therefore, the electric field across the gate
dielectric resulting from the applied gate voltage. The gate
dielectric must be thin, to lower the operating voltage and
increase the transconductance, which dictates the device
sensitivity, but cannot be so thin as to increase the leakage
current beyond acceptable levels or cause electric disruption of
the dielectric material. These restrictions limit the sensitivity of
bio-FETs based on conventional FET architectures.
Almost all of the above challenges can be addressed more

efficiently by a graphene electrolyte-gated FET (EGFET).12

Because the transistor channel is formed by a one-atom-thick
graphene layer, at least one of its surfaces can be left accessible
for functionalization. The local gating effect is much more
effective than that in conventional devices, because now the
charged species modulating the electric field can be directly
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attached to the transistor channel. And the electrical double
layers (EDLs) that form at the graphene−electrolyte and
electrolyte−gate contact interfaces, with characteristic thick-
ness given by the Debye length (dD) (just a few tens of
Angstroms thick), replace the solid gate dielectric. The
resulting EDL capacitance is huge and allows operating the
device at very low gate voltage (VGS), with very high
transconductance. Moreover, VGS can be applied in a receded
contact, placed far away from the transistor channel, across a
vast volume of solution (as compared with the volume defined
by the dD), because the VGS drops essentially in the EDLs.11,13

One-dimensional materials, e.g., carbon nanotubes and
silicon nanowires, can also be used in high-sensitivity
EGFETs14,15 based on the same working principles, and with
similar advantages, but due to the difficulty and cost of large-
scale fabrication their use is limited.9 Besides, control of
structural and electronic properties of 1D materials is, so far,
elusive, resulting in a large variability in device performance.16

Two-dimensional materials, compatible with standard planar
technology, present themselves as logical alternatives for bio-
FET development, with graphene leading the way15,17,18 for
other promising materials.16,19

FETs made of single layer graphene (SLG) present better
detection limits than those made of graphene oxide or few-
layer graphene,20−22 mainly because they have a much higher
transconductance. Zheng et al.23 showed an improvement,
from 100 fM to 10 fM, in the detection limit of PNA/DNA
hybridization, when they changed from rGO to chemical vapor
deposited (CVD) monolayer graphene.23,24 Moving from
a single graphene FET to an array composed of six CVD
graphene FETs, Xu et al.25 detected DNA hybridization down
to 100 fM. Either through direct adsorption of the
oligonucleotide on the graphene surface20,22 or through the
use of linkers,23−27 the reported DNA hybridization detection
limits are in the fM range.
EGFETs essentially sense phenomena that occur inside a

volume set by the width of the Debye layer. Changing the ionic
strength of the buffer, therefore, implies a change in the
volume of detection of hybridization events. Higher ionic
strength promotes hybridization, since it screens more of the
negative charge of the DNA backbone, but lower ionic strength
is equivalent to an expanded EDL, with an increased space-
charge volume for sensing, and consequently an expanded
range of detection of the hybridization process.25,27 With this
in mind Chen et al.21 used a low-ionic-strength buffer and
showed an improvement to the detection limit in the pM
range.
Here, we develop a CVD-grown SLG receded-gate field-

effect transistor for label-free detection of target DNA with
high specificity and ultrahigh sensitivity. The specificity is
intrinsic to DNA biorecognition when using a DNA probe
perfectly matched to the DNA target, while the sensitivity
comes from the transducing capability of the graphene-
electrolyte interface of the EGFET. The transistor performance
is enhanced by its architecture, with a large-area in-plane gate
surrounding the graphene channel placed at its center (the gate
area is ≈2500 times larger than the channel area), providing a
uniform distribution of the potential inside the water droplet
and a very uniform gating field. The large overlap between
graphene and gold over the source and drain contacts
(overlapping area in each contact is ≈2.35 larger than channel
area) provides ohmic contacts. In this way, DNA hybridization
is detected down to 25 aM while maintaining the ability to

detect single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in the DNA
target strand.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. All components of buffer solutions (Na2HPO4,

NaH2PO4, NaCl, MgCl2, 1-Dodecanethiol (DDT) and 1-pyrenebu-
tyric acid succinimidyl ester (PBSE) and all the solvents were from
Sigma−Aldrich. Ultrapure water (18 MΩ cm, Millipore, Bedford, MA,
USA) was used throughout the experiments. The probe DNA
(pDNA), with a 3′ C7-amino modification (5′- TCA TAA CCG
GCG AAA GGC TGA AGC T-3′), the complementary DNA (5′-
AGC TTC AGC CTT TCG CCG GTT ATG A-3′), the SNP
containing target (5′-AGC TTC AGC CTT ACG CCG GTT ATG
A-3′) and the probe complementary to the SNP sequence with a 3′
C7-amino modification (5′- TCA TAA CCG GCG TAA GGC TGA
AGC T-3′) were synthesized by Metabion International AG,
Martinsried, Germany. The melting temperature, Tm, of the DNA
duplex was estimated using DINAMelt web server,28 and was 82.7 °C
(80.4 °C for SNP containing duplex and 82.3 °C for the fully
complementary SNP) in the hybridization buffer (10 mM PB/150
mM NaCl/50 mM MgCl2) and 58.9 °C (54.8 °C for SNP containing
duplex and 58.5 °C for the fully complementary SNP) in the working
buffer solution (10 mM PB). High purity (>99.99%) copper foil for
graphene growth was purchased from Alfa-Aesar or Goodfellow.

EGFET Fabrication. A detailed procedure is described else-
where29,30 and briefly given here. The fabrication of the contacts is
performed on 200 mm Si (100) wafer (B-doped, 8−30 Ω, LG Siltron)
with 200 nm of thermal oxide. A sputtered layer of Cr 3/Au 30 nm is
used as the contact material. The source, drain, and gate contacts are
patterned using optical lithography (channel size 25 μm × 75 μm)
and then etched by ion milling. A 250 nm multilayer of silicon nitride
and silicon oxide is grown by chemical vapor deposition. Optical
lithography defines the area of the current lines to be protected by the
passivation. Reactive ion etching is used to remove the passivation
from outside the current lines. The drain, source and gate contacts are
protected with a layer containing aluminum, which stops the reactive
ion etch. After etching, the stopping layer is removed by wet etching.
A thin aluminum oxide layer (10 nm) is deposited uniformly, and
patterned by optical lithography and wet etching to open the channel,
source and drain contacts. Graphene is then transferred. Photoresist is
spun and patterned by optical lithography to protect the area of the
source, drain, and channel. Oxygen plasma is used to etch
the graphene. The aluminum oxide layer is removed using wet
etching. The wafer is then coated with photoresist as a protection and
diced into individual dies.

Graphene Growth and Transfer. Single-layer graphene is grown
by thermal chemical vapor deposition on high purity copper foils. The
copper foil is cut into 10 cm × 10 cm parts and fit into a graphite
confinement box which isolates the substrate from sources of
contamination. The substrate is introduced into a three zone quartz
tube furnace (EasyTube ET3000, CVD Corp.) and first annealed at
1020 °C for 20 min in hydrogen atmosphere (300 sccm, 0.5 Torr).
The gaseous carbon source is a mixture of methane and hydrogen
(H2:CH4 6:1, 0.5 Torr) that flows into the furnace for 30 min, while
keeping the temperature at 1020 °C. After growth, graphene is
transferred by a standard procedure using a PMMA temporary
substrate (see the Supporting Information (SI)).

Transistor Architecture. The transistor architecture is planar,
with a receded gate.30 The source and drain are two semicircular
contacts of 75 μm of diameter, separated by a 25 μm gap which
constitutes the graphene channel (see Figure 1). A concentric two-
lobe annular gate is placed at 50 μm distance from source and drain.
The total gate diameter is 3 mm and presents an area that is 2480
times larger than the channel area.

EGFET Functionalization with DNA. The fabricated chips,
protected with photoresist for the dicing, were washed with acetone
and then immersed in ethyl acetate for 2 h. The development of the
DNA biosensor is schematically illustrated in Figure S1 in the SI. The
Au receded gate is passivated with DDT31 (overnight, 2 mM ethanol
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solution) to avoid adsorption of DNA on the Au surface (stage 1). Au
source and drain contact areas that may be exposed due to
discontinuities in the graphene layer covering them, are also
passivated in this stage. In stage 2, the graphene surface is
functionalized with PBSE32 (immersion in 10 μL of a 10 mM
solution in dimethylformamide (DMF), for 2 h, followed by rinsing
with DMF, H2O and drying with N2). The PBSE molecule contains a
pyrene group that binds to graphene via π−π interaction, and an ester
group at the other end, which reacts with primary amines. Probe DNA
is immobilized by NHS reaction by placing a 10 μL drop of 10 μM
pDNA in buffer (overnight, in wet chamber at 4 °C) on the graphene
surface modified with PBSE. The last step (stage 4) before target
DNA detection (stage 5) is the passivation of the graphene surface
with ethanolamine (10 μL of 100 mM solution in 10 mM PB, pH 8.5,
30 min33) which reacts with the molecules of PBSE that did not react
with the DNA probes.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The EGFETs used here were fabricated at the 200 mm wafer
scale, with multiple chips in each wafer. An optical image of an
EGFET is shown in Figure 1, with the source, drain, and gate
contacts clearly visible. The transistor channel is at the center
of the surrounding two-lobed annular gate, providing a
uniform distribution of the electric potential in the vicinity
of the channel. The large overlap area between graphene and
Au over the entire source and drain surface makes good ohmic
contacts to the channel. Graphene coverage of the source and
drain Au contacts, prevents the Au surfaces from exposure to
the solutions and biomolecules contained therein, which
renders the measurements more reliable. After fabrication,
the wafer is diced into individual chips that are used for the
biosensor development.
DNA Biosensor Development. Transfer curves, TCs, i.e.,

records of the drain-source current, IDS, under constant drain-
source voltage, VDS, as a function of the gate-source voltage,
VGS, were acquired after each stage of the biosensor
development process (top lines in Figures 2 and S2). Raman
spectra were acquired after stages 0 (as-fabricated), 1, 2, and 5
(see Materials and Methods and Figure S1 in the SI, where
these steps are schematically illustrated). All the TCs were
measured in 10 mM phosphate buffer (PB), and, in stage 0,
also in ultrapure water (resistivity of 18 MΩ cm), while Raman
spectra were acquired on dried samples. Concerning the TC
measurements, most devices presented some drift in their TCs
when measured repeatedly (Figures S2 and S3, Supporting
Information), especially during the first few repetitions.

Therefore, each measurement was repeated 10 times and the
data presented in the following sections correspond to the
tenth curve acquired in each series of measurements. Each
measurement was repeated on five different sensors; hence the
results shown are an average of five independent measure-
ments. The complete set of TCs for all the stages and different
concentrations can be found in Figure S2, Supporting
Information.
At stage 0, the TC (Figure 2, black line) shows the typical

ambipolar character of a graphene FET. The curve is
symmetric around a point of minimum IDS, occurring at a
gate voltage VDirac, where the channel conductivity is at its
lowest, corresponding to an electron chemical potential (Fermi
level) as close as it can be practically realized to the Dirac
point.34 The steep branches in the curve, to the left and right
of VDirac, correspond to transport by holes and electrons,
respectively. The position of VDirac, shifted to positive values of
gate voltage, shows that our graphene is p-doped. This
unintentional doping likely originates from residues of process
chemicals and is common in CVD-graphene processed by wet
transfer.35

Nucleic acids adsorb easily onto gold surfaces,36,37 so the
passivation of the Au gate is an important step for preventing
the adsorption of both the probe and target DNA sequences
on its surface and producing measurement artifacts. The
passivation was done in stage 1 (Figure S1) and the TC
measurement after this stage leads to a shift of −100 ± 40 mV
in VDirac (Figure 2, red curve). The shift results from a change
of composition of the gate surface, with the formation of a
dense self-assembled monolayer (SAM) that covers the Au
contact.21 This process is accompanied by dipole formation at
the interface, induced by charge transfer during chemisorption
of S on Au and the combined dipole moments of the alkane
chains. For common alkanethiols, like DDT, this dipole
moment is oriented from the surface into the solution.38

Consequently, there is a net positively charged layer inside the
solution, bound to the surface of the Au, held at VGS by the
power supply, which increases the electric field resulting from
the applied gate voltage (VGS > 0). Therefore, gating is
enhanced and the TC is shifted toward lower values of VGS, as
observed in Figure 2, Stage 1 (DDT).
Stage 2, functionalization of the graphene with PBSE, results

in a shift of ΔVDirac = +40 ± 10 mV (Figure 2, blue line). The

Figure 1. (left) Optical image of one transistor chip under
measurement; (right) drawing of the transistor zoomed-in channel
region, showing source (S), drain (D), gate (partial view), channel,
and Au contact lines with SiO2/SiNx passivation layer.

Figure 2. Characteristic transfer curves after each stage of the EGFET
channel functionalization.
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functionalization of carbon surfaces with 1-pyrenebutyric acid
leads to small shifts in chemical potential, actually smaller than
those predicted by molecular dynamics simulations,39 due to
more effective screening by water molecules, which can more
readily penetrate between the carboxylic acid group, an ester
group in the case of PBSE, and the carbon surface. The large
shift observed in the TC after this step (Figure 2, stage 2) is
likely due to the surface effects, as confirmed by Raman
spectroscopy results (cf. Figure S4 and related discussion in the
SI). The sign of the TC shift, toward more positive VGS,
indicates that there is additional p-doping of the graphene
upon π−π stacking of the linker.
The last two functionalization stages are the immobilization

of the DNA probes (stage 3) followed by the passivation of the
channel with ethanolamine (ETA) (stage 4). Stage 4 is
necessary to minimize nonspecific reactions. After stage 3,
there will be many unreacted NHS-ester ligands that will be
blocked by reacting with ETA. After immobilization of the
single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) probes via PBSE linkers, there
is a large shift of ΔVDirac ≈ −70 mV between stages 3 and 2.
When ETA blocks the unreacted NHS-ester ligands of PBSE,
the difference in VDirac between stages 4 and 2 is reduced to
ΔVDirac ≈ −50 mV. This decrease of ΔVDirac is likely explained
by removal of weakly bound DNA strands from the surface
after incubation in the ETA solution (Figure 2, pink and green
lines respectively).
The Surface Density of Probe DNA. The density of

probe DNA immobilized on the surface of a biosensor will set
its dynamic range, and may significantly influence its
behavior.36,37,40,41 We have used two independent techniques
to investigate the surface density of DNA probes achievable on
our devices.
Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) enables in situ

gravimetric measurements of surface adsorption in solution,
with sensitivity sufficient to detect full or partial layers of
biomolecules and biorecognition events.42 With solution
parameters adjusted to be compatible with QCM measure-
ments (as described in the SI), we have measured the surface
density of DNA probes immobilized on graphene via PBSE to
be 1.0 ± 0.1 × 1013 cm−2. In all the control experiments,
nonspecific adsorption of DNA produced at least 50% lower
surface density, in agreement with previous results for DNA
immobilization on gold.37

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used as an ex
situ technique complementary to QCM, extending the
methodology previously developed for quantification of
molecular layers on surfaces.37,43−45 The presence of the
NHS-ester ligands of PBSE was confirmed by observing the
characteristic46 N 1s component at 401.6 eV (Figure S5). After
DNA immobilization, this NHS-ester N 1s component is
replaced by one at 400.8 eV, matching the position expected
for the thymine homo-oligonucleotides37,43 that we used as
simulated probes. Furthermore, the N 1s shoulder at ca. 399.3
eV is consistent with a fraction of the probes being in contact
with the substrate.43 The surface density of probes calculated
based on the XPS data is 1.5 ± 0.2 × 1013 cm−2, in agreement
with QCM results and with values previously reported for
high-quality DNA-functionalized biosensor surfaces.36,37,43

DNA Biosensor Performance. After the last passivation
step (ETA, step 4, Figure S1), the device is ready to detect the
target DNA. For each target concentration, a droplet of the
solution containing the target was placed on the transistor
channel and allowed to interact with the probe DNA for a fixed

time interval of 40 min, to allow the hybridization to be
accomplished. After this time a stringency rinse using the
measuring buffer (10 mM PB, pH 7.4) was performed in order
to remove strands that did not hybridize or were weakly
bound, and finally the transistor TCs were measured.
Figure 3A shows the EGFET TCs for different concen-

trations of fully complementary DNA (cDNAPM) target. As the

concentration of cDNAPM increases, in a range between 1 aM
and 100 fM, a progressive shift in VDirac toward more positive
VGS is observed. For [cDNAPM] > 100 fM, VDirac does not
move any more, reaching saturation. The trajectory of VDirac as
a function of [cDNAPM] is clearly visible in Figures 4 and S6A
where VDirac is plotted as a function of [cDNAPM]. The
isoelectric point of DNA is close to 5.0,47 therefore, at
physiological pH, DNA molecules are negatively charged. The
electrostatic field of these charges immobilized near the
graphene surface will induce, by local gating, p-doping, which
shifts VDirac to more positive VGS.

22 Saturation at 100 fM
indicates reaching an equilibrium between hybridization and
electrostatic repulsion between DNA probes and targets.
In the dynamic range of the biosensor, a sensitivity of 24

mV/decade is achieved, which is an improvement of 7 mV/
decade when compared to the best results reported in the
literature.19 In the case of SNP-containing cDNA, the shift of
VDirac with increasing concentrations of cDNA (Figures 3B and
4, red circles) is apparent only as a weak trend, visible upon
fitting the entire set of data to a straight line. This behavior is

Figure 3. Characteristic transfer curves for (A) perfect match (PM)
complementary DNA and (B) SNP containing cDNA, for the
different concentrations studied.
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expected since the DNA duplex can still be formed between
the probe DNA and the SNP-containing cDNA, but it is
unstable and most of the duplexes formed are probably
unzipped during the stringency rinse.23 As a control experi-
ment, a probe DNA fully complementary to the SNP-
containing target was immobilized on the graphene FET
channel and an experiment, conducted in the same manner as
before, showed that the sensor could indeed detect the
perfectly matching sequence (Figure S6c).
It is important to note that after the probe immobilization in

stage 3, ΔVDirac was negative, whereas upon probe hybrid-
ization with target DNA all ΔVDirac shifts are positive. Table 1
summarizes published data reporting ΔVDirac shifts observed in
liquid-gate bio-FETs based on graphene, or graphene-related
materials. With no exception,20,21,46 upon DNA hybridization,
devices that use no linker have ΔVDirac < 0, while devices using
PBSE linkers,25,47 including ours, have ΔVDirac > 0. A simple
interpretation for the left-shift of VDirac when no linker is used
is duplex DNA desorption from the graphene surface upon
probe-target hybridization. This will leave a lower concen-
tration of negatively charged pDNA for local gating on the
graphene surface and consequently VDirac undergoes a negative
shift (graphene becomes less p-doped).48 The positive shift
upon DNA hybridization observed with PBSE linkers has been
discussed above and is a consequence of forming the duplex
tethered to the graphene surface via the PBSE linker. These

tethered DNA hybrids will not desorb, except for a small
fraction of hybrids formed with pDNA directly adsorbed to
graphene.
In contrast, the initial immobilization of pDNA on the

graphene surface via PBSE has the same effect as that of an
electron-donating group (ΔVDirac < 0). Literature reports on
doping single-layer graphene with π-stacked aromatic mole-
cules (e.g., refs 49,50), show that p-doping is observed when
stacking is with electron-withdrawing groups, and n-doping
occurs when stacking with electron-donating groups. Because
the pDNA single strands are flexible, they can partially interact
with the graphene surface via π−π stacking of the nucleobase
aromatic rings (pyrimidines and purines), as indicated by the
N 1s shoulder at ca. 399.3 eV in XPS data (Figure S5).43

However, upon DNA hybridization, the much stiffer duplex
DNA attached covalently to the PBSE linker will extend away
from the surface, overcoming the π−π interaction of pDNA
with the surface. The mechanism of interaction of these
upright hybrids with graphene is now exclusively by local
gating via modulation of the EDL capacitance, as discussed
above.
Figure 4 shows the sensor output data for the two series of

measurements, with perfectly matched (squares) and SNP-
containing (circles) targets. The sensor exhibits, for the
perfectly matched target, a linear range between 1 aM and
10 fM before saturating at 100 fM. We use the maximum signal
from the SNP-containing target in Figure 4, to set the limit of
detection (LoD) of the sensor to ≈25 aM, as indicated by the
dashed lines in Figure 4.
Each data point in Figure 4 is an average of five

measurements independently made with five different
transistors and the error bars are one standard deviation.
These results compare favorably to the recently reported
device (Xu et al.51 in Table 1), which exhibited the same linear
dynamic range: four decades of DNA concentration. In the
studies summarized in Table 1, lowering the LoD had been
attributed primarily to the material of the FET channel, e.g.,
moving from few-layer graphene to SLG21 or from transferred
to directly grown CVD graphene.51 The practical difficulties of
reaching LoD < 1 nM have been noted in previous
experimental25 and theoretical52 studies, as longer measure-
ment times are required for a sufficient number of DNA targets
to reach the sensor surface. The rationale for our optimization
strategy was to increase the probability that the rare target
arrival events to the sensor surface will encounter a probe and
become successfully captured, via increasing the surface density
of the probes and the ionic strength of the hybridization

Figure 4. Calibration curves for the bio-FET sensor. Green squares
refer to target DNA fully complementary to the probe and red circles
to SNP target. The error bars are standard deviations of measurement
with five different devices.

Table 1. Literature Survey of Graphene-Based Electrolyte-Gated FET DNA Biosensor Characteristics

FET channel

work LoD (M)a
hybridization
conditions growth/transfer L × W (μm2) linker gate

shift in
VDirac

b fabrication

Chen et al.21 1 × 10−12 1× PBSc CVD on Cu/PMMA 104 × 104 none Ag-wire negative contacts w/Ag paste
Dong et al.20 1 × 10−11 PB1, pH 7.4d CVD on Ni/PMMA 3000 × 10000 none Ag-wire negative contacts w/Ag-paint
Xu et al.25 1 × 10−11 0.01× PBS, pH

7.8
CVD on Cu/PMMA 45 × 90 PBSE Pt-wire positive μ-fluidic platform, optical

litho.
Xu et al.51 1 × 10−13 0.01× PBS, pH

7.4
CVD on sapphire/
direct growth

43 × 90 PBSE Ag/AgCl wire positive μ-fluidic platform, optical
litho.

this work 1 × 10−17 PB2, pH 7e CVD on Cu/PMMA 25 × 75 PBSE Au-planar,
integrated

positive planar, optical litho., contacts
prepatterned

aIn synthetic medium. bUpon DNA hybridization. c137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 4.3 mM Na2HPO4, 1.47 mM KH2PO4.
d10 mM PB, 250 mM

NaCl. e10 mM PB, 150 mM NaCl, 50 mM MgCl2.
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solution, given the well-known importance of these parame-
ters.36,37,40,43 The LoD achieved in our work clearly indicates
that using transferred CVD-graphene as the channel material
does not intrinsically limit the sensitivity of bio-FETs. Of
course, in practical devices lowering the LoD results in shifting
the dynamic range to lower DNA concentrations, e.g., the
entire dynamic range demonstrated for the device in ref 51 is
within the saturation range of ours (Figure 4). Accordingly,
bio-FET device optimization needs to be application-specific,
to appropriately inform the choices of the design parame-
ters.36,37

■ CONCLUSIONS
A bio-FET based on transferred CVD-graphene was
successfully developed for the detection of DNA hybridization.
The probe DNA molecules were immobilized on the graphene
surface via NHS reaction with PBSE, a heterobifunctional
linker. The unreacted NHS ligands of PBSE are then blocked
by incubation with ethanolamine, to reduce nonspecific
interactions during the subsequent measurements. The results
show that the graphene bio-FET can detect target DNA
molecules down to attomolar levels with a sensitivity of 24
mV/decade, with a dynamic range of 104.
This label-free graphene bio-FET has great potential,

particularly for applications where the levels of mutated
DNA are much higher than those of normal DNA, due to the
ability to detect full hybridization down to 25 aM, compared to
5 orders of magnitude higher levels of SNP-containing targets.
Further studies need to be performed in order to evaluate the
performance of the bio-FET in the presence of interferents and
complex matrices.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Graphene transfer A layer of PMMA 950k (AR-P 679.04, Allresist, Germany) is spin-coated on 

top of the top side of the copper covered in graphene. The layer of graphene on the bottom side is 

removed by oxygen plasma. The copper is dissolved in iron chloride 0.5 M at 35 °C. The floating 

graphene and its temporary PMMA substrate are cleaned in a solution of hydrochloric acid 2 % 

for 30 min and rinsed into de-ionised water (resistivity ≥ 18 MΩ) for 5 minutes. The cleaning and 

rinsing procedures are repeated five times. Graphene is then transferred onto the pre-patterned 

substrate. In order to improve the removal of water between the wafer and graphene, the wafer is 

first submitted to a hydrophobic priming using vapor HDMS. The transferred graphene is dried in 

oven at 180 °C for 12 hours. After cooling down, the wafer is placed in an acetone bath for 2 hours 

to remove PMMA. 

Electrochemical Measurements Capacitance measurements were performed using a Autolab 

302N potentiostat running NOVA 2.1 software. The working electrode was a microelectrode array 

with 60 microelectrodes of 40 µm diameter and a distance between microelectrodes of 400 µm in 

a hexagonal arrangement. The reference and counter electrodes were, respectively, Ag/AgCl 3 M 

KCl from metrohm and a platinum flag of 1 cm2. The electrochemical area determination was 

performed in a chip to which graphene had not been transferred, cyclic voltammetry was 

performed in 0.1 M H2SO4. The capacitance was determined from electrochemical impedance 

spectroscopy measurements performed in PB 10 mM, in a range of potentials between -0.5 V and 



0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl with 50 mV intervals with each measurement being performed in a range of 

frequencies (100 kHz to 1Hz, amplitude 5 mV). 

Raman Characterization. The EGFET channel has been characterized/monitored after each 

functionalization step by Confocal Raman spectroscopy measurements, performed at room 

temperature in a back scattering geometry, on a WITec Alpha300 R confocal Raman microscope 

using a 532 nm Nd:YAG laser for excitation, at an output power of 1.5 mW, and an objective u50 

lens (Zeiss, NA=0.7).  The spectra were collected with a 600 groove/mm grating using 5 

acquisitions with 2 s acquisition time. After stage 2 of the functionalization process (PBSE 

immobilization), a 633 nm excitation line from a He-Ne laser was also used. After each step 

multiple Raman measurements were performed in different points of the channel to confirm that 

the spectra acquired were representative. 

Biosensor Development. 

 

QCM-D experiments. Quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation (QCM-D) was used for in 

situ characterization of the immobilization of DNA probes and of the subsequent DNA 

hybridization on model graphene surfaces prepared following protocols similar to those used for 

the EGFET device. 

 The QCM measurements were performed in a QSense E1 system (Biolin Scientific). AT-cut 

quartz crystals having gold electrodes of the working surface coated with ca. 50 nm of silicon 



oxide (QSX 335, Biolin Scientific) were used as substrates for single-layer graphene transfer. 

QCM measurements for the fundamental (ca. 4.95 MHz) frequency and at its 6 odd overtones (n 

= 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13) were carried out under a flow rate of ca. 0.075 ml/min at a constant temperature 

of 20 °C (set within <1 °C from RT, at which the solutions have been stabilized prior to the 

measurements). The measurements produced consistent results in experiments on two different 

QCM crystals. 

A QCM sensor with silicon oxide surface first was cleaned in a 1% Alconox solution at 60 ºC 

for 1 h followed by rinsing in deionized water and isopropanol. After cleaning the sensor in oxygen 

plasma, graphene was transferred onto the sensor surface following a procedure analogous to that 

used for EGFETs. Prior to QCM-D measurements, the graphene surface was modified with PBSE 

heterobifunctional linker (10 mM in DMF for 2 h) and then placed inside the QCM-D chamber. 

After achieving a stable baseline with the running buffer 0.99 M CaCl2-TE (1u TE buffer is 10 

mM Tris�HCl and 1 mM EDTA) at a flow rate of 0.075 ml/min, 1 ml of the 25-nt DNA probe 

solution (1 µM in 0.99 M CaCl2-TE) was recirculated through the chamber and allowed to react 

for ca. 30 min followed by a rinse in the blank running buffer to remove non-specifically bound 

DNA probes. Blocking the surface with ethanolamine (100 mM at pH 8 in water for 30 min) was 

performed outside the QCM chamber. After remounting the sensor in the chamber, a new baseline 

was collected and 1 mL of the DNA target (25-nt perfect match to the probe) solution (1 µM in 

0.99 M CaCl2-TE was recirculated through the chamber and allowed to react for ca. 30 min 

followed by a rinse in the blank running buffer to remove non-specifically bound DNA targets. 

Specificity of the DNA probe immobilization and of the target recognition was evaluated in 

control experiments whereby: (1) the target (i.e., sequence of the same length and similar 

composition, but without the terminal amine modification) was used instead of the probe; (2) probe 

immobilization was attempted onto a surface after ethanolamine blocking; (3) the probe was used 

instead of the target, to simulate a non-complementary target sequence. 

The surface density of DNA was estimated by using the Sauerbrey equation (Eq. 1):      

∆m = -C·∆f/n, (Eq. 1) 

where C is the mass sensitivity constant (C = 18.1 ng·cm-2·Hz-1 for the employed QCM sensors), 

n is the overtone number, ∆m is the adsorbed mass per unit area (ng·cm-2), and ∆f is the measured 

frequency shift (Hz). 



XPS experiments. The chemical immobilization of the amine-modified simulated-probe DNA 

sequence (30-nt) was also investigated by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Silicon 

surfaces with a thick silicon oxide layer were used as substrates, on which the graphene transfer 

and subsequent modification steps were carried out analogously to those on the QCM sensors 

described above. A simulated probe sequence, a 30-nt thymine homo-oligonucleotide (T30), was 

used instead of the pDNA sequence to produce an XPS signature that is easier to interpret in terms 

of surface density and conformation of the surface-immobilized DNA strands. 

Representative graphene surfaces before and after functionalization with PBSE and simulated-

probe DNA were characterized in an ESCALAB 250 Xi system (Thermo Scientific) using a 

nonmonochromated Al Kα X-ray source, with an analyzer-defined analysis spot of <1 mm2. Peak 

fitting was performed in Avantage instrument software (Thermo Scientific), choosing a minimal 

number of components that produced random residuals consistently for all the samples; a 

convolution of Gaussian and Lorentzian line shapes was used for all the spectral components. To 

avoid differential charging possible on the substrates with a thick layer of silicon oxide, uniform 

charge neutralization was provided by beams of low-energy (≤10 eV) Ar+ ions and electrons 

guided by a magnetic lens; consistent charge neutralization was verified by observing the 

adventitious C 1s peak at 284.7r0.1 eV and the oxide substrate Si 2p3/2 peak at 103.7r0.1 eV for 

all samples. The position of the Si 2p3/2 component could be monitored because silicon oxide 

substrate in these measurements was of sufficient quality to exhibit the asymmetry due to the 

doublet structure, with FWHM of 1.5r0.1 eV for each of the spin-orbit components in the fits 

(Figure S5).  



RESULTS 
Transfer curve measurements 

 
 

 



 

Raman Characterization  

 

Carbon based materials have two distinctive features in their Raman spectra, namely the G 

mode at ≈ 1580 cm-1, and the 2D mode at ≈ 2700 cm-1. The G mode is the most intense mode 

in graphitic samples. The 2D mode is a two-phonon double resonance Raman mode and it is 

the most intense mode in single layer graphene. The 1st order D mode (≈1350 cm-1) is absent 

in pristine graphene due to the Raman selection rules. If this mode is present, it means that 

graphene has defects, which breakdown the selection rules. The D intensity is proportional to 



the sample defect level.1,2 The Raman spectrum acquired after stage 0 (Figure S4, black line) 

shows that the CVD grown graphene is single layer (I2D/IG > 1) with almost no defects, as 

seen by the absence of the D mode. The passivation of the gate with DDT in stage 1 did not 

influence the graphene quality as can be seen in the Raman spectrum (Figure S4, red line) 

where the defect D mode is absent, and is overall a very similar spectrum to the one acquired 

after stage 0, with a  FWHM of the 2D peak of 33 cm-1. However, after the functionalization 

of the graphene channel with PBSE (stage 2) the Raman spectrum shows some extra features 

in the range 1200-1400 cm-1. The spectrum has been fitted, using one Lorentzian function for 

each new contribution, and the fitting spectrum clearly shows two new peaks at ≈ 1235 cm-1 

and ≈ 1398 cm-1, and the appearance of the D mode. The new peaks are assigned to C-H 

bending and C=C in-plane vibration modes of the pyrene group, respectively,3–5 which is part 

of the PBSE linker. These modes have a larger FWHM than found in pure pyrene. A 

broadening and a shift in pyrene Raman peak positions was reported in relation with surface 

effects.5 

XPS characterization  

 
 

 



 
Calibration curves 
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Schematic illustration of the molecular system immobilized on graphene, after biorecognition 

 

 

  



SEM images of the graphene source, drain and channel area after each biosensor development step  
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